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Nichols v. Universal Pictures 
Corp. 
 
45 F.2d 119, (2nd Cir.1930) 
 

Anne Nichols was a playwright who had 
written “Abie’s Irish Rose”, a play centred on 
the plot of a young Jewish man falling in love 
with an Irish Catholic girl, against their 
parent’s wishes. The plot was meant to be 
humorous. 
 
Universal Pictures later released a movie, 
“The Cohens and Kellys” that centred on the 
hilarious love story of an Irish boy who 
marries a Jewish girl. Disgruntled by the 
apparent similarity in Universal’s movie, 
Anne Nichols filed a suit of copyright 
infringement or copying against Universal 
Pictures. 

The Court ruled that there was no 
infringement in the present case since there 
was no substantial copying made from 
Nichols’ play by Universal Pictures in their 
movie. The important thing about this ruling 
is that the Court acknowledged the idea-
expression dichotomy in the context of both 
story plots and characters. The Court also 
made it clear that the best way to make a 
claim of ownership over a character is by 
making sure it is fleshed out.  
 
“It follows that the less developed the 
characters, the less they can be 
copyrighted; that is the penalty an author 
must bear for marking them too 
indistinctly.” 

Warner Bros. Pictures v. 
Columbia Broadcasting System 
 
216 F.2d 945 (9th Cir.1954) 
348 U.S.971 (1955) 

Warner Bros. had been assigned the 
copyright over the use of “The Maltese 
Falcon”, a famous mystery detective story 
written by Dashiell Hammett and published 
by Knopf (who jointly held the rights). After 
the copyright assignment, Warner Bros. had 
the exclusive right over the use of “The 
Maltese Falcon” in moving pictures, radio 
and television.  
 
In 1946 though, Hammett granted CBS rights 
to use the character of Sam Spade, along with 
other characters of the story, but not the story 

The Court basically said that Warner Bros. 
was a huge production company that ought 
to have been careful about ambiguities in 
the contract of assignment. Since there was 
no explicit mention of exclusive ownership 
of the rights over the use of the stories’ 
characters, Warner Bros. could not prevent 
Hammett and Knopf from using or licensing 
the use of the characters to others.  
 
With reference to the copyrightability of 
characters, the Court distinguished between 
stock characters and characters that actually 
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itself. CBS soon began broadcasting half hour 
Sam Spade radio programs between 1946 and 
1950. Claiming copyright infringement, 
Warner Bros. decided to sue CBS, Hammett 
and Knopf. 

play a role in taking the story forward. In 
other words, characters like Sam Spade 
actually help tell the story, and are thus 
copyrightable. The Court also said the 
copyright assignment of the story, does not 
necessarily mean that the copyright over the 
characters has been assigned too. 

Walt Disney Productions v. Air 
Pirates 
 
(581 F.2d 751 (9th Cir, 1978) 

The Air Pirates were a group of cartoonists 
who created issues of an underground comic. 
According to them, Disney’s Mickey Mouse 
was a symbol of conformist hypocrisy in 
American culture and was thus, often the 
target of most of their parodical, satirical 
work. Annoyed, Disney filed a law suit 
alleging copyright infringement by the Air 
Pirates. 

The Court decided that a 2 step process had 
to be put in place to determine copyright 
infringement of characters. One would have 
to look at the visual appearance and 
secondly, the personality as portrayed by 
the character. The Air Pirates and Disney 
settled, but the latter managed to get an 
injunction or a legal order to stop the Air 
Pirates from using the mouse character. 

Universal City Studios v. 
Kalmar Industries 
 
(1982 Copyright L Decisions 
(CCH) 25, 452) 

Very briefly, a dispute arose between the two 
parties as to whether or not the character ET 
could be copyrighted? 

The Court held that since the movie 
revolved around the central character of ET, 
the character was eligible for copyright 
protection. This is an instance of the “story 
being told” test. 

Warner Bros. v. Film Ventures 
International 
 
214 U.S.P.Q 865 (C.D.Cal 
1982) 

Film Ventures International acquired the 
rights to “Beyond the Door” and made a 
movie of the same title. The plot revolved 
around a child who was possessed by 
demons. Warner Bros. alleged copying 
stating that Film Ventures International had 
copied specific scenes and characters from 
the Warner Bros production, “The Exorcist”.  

The Court said that characters such as 
Regan in “The Exorcist” were subordinate 
characters – since the movie did not 
emphasise subordinate characters in the plot 
line, no copyright could be given to such 
characters. Thus, the Court concluded that 
Film Ventures International had not 
infringed any copyright in characters. 

Anderson v. Stallone Sylvester Stallone created the character of The Court said that Anderson’s claim for 
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11U.S.P.Q.2d 1161 
(C.D.Cal.1989) 

Rocky Balboa and wrote the scripts of the 
first three movies in the extremely popular 
Rocky movie franchise. At several press 
conferences following the third movie, 
Stallone would briefly describe his idea for 
the next movie in the franchise that is, Rocky 
IV – the general idea of the plot would 
involve Rocky possibly fighting Russian 
boxers in Russia.  
 
After listening to Stallone, Timothy Anderson 
decided to write a 31 page plot for Rocky IV, 
and he cited himself and Stallone as joint 
authors. Anderson’s plot incorporated the 
characters created in the previous Rocky 
movies. Anderson sent his plot or treatment 
to Stallone and MGM in 1982. In 1984, 
Stallone publicly discussed his idea for the 
Rocky IV script – an idea that Anderson 
claimed was his own. Anderson tried to sue 
Stallone in 1987 for breach of confidence and 
copyright infringement, two years after the 
Rocky IV movie was released. 

breaching confidentiality with respect to his 
‘spec’ was not to be considered since it had 
been barred by limitation (meaning that the 
time within which a legitimate complaint 
could be filed, had lapsed).  
 
With respect to copyright infringement, the 
Court basically said that Anderson’s spec 
was not copyrightable since it had already 
infringed on Stallone’s copyright over the 
characters in the Rocky franchise. The 
Court found the Rocky characters to be 
some of the most well-developed, precise 
and delineated characters in American 
cinema. In addition, the Rocky movies were 
not necessarily about intricate plots, but 
were in essence, stories revolving around 
the Rocky characters and their development. 
 
This case is a great example where the 
Court emphasizes delineation (as from the 
Nichols case) and “the story being told” test 
(as from the Warner Bros. case) as crucial 
elements in determining whether a character 
is copyrightable or not 

Malayala Manorama v. V. T 
Thomas 
 
AIR 1989 Ker 49 

Mr. Thomas created the characters in “Tom’s 
Boban and Molly”, an Indian comic series 
that centred around twin siblings, Boban and 
Molly and their adventures in Travancore. 
The comic strip was published in the 

The Court ruled in favour of Mr. Thomas 
stating that since he had created the 
characters before entering into Malayala 
Manorama’s employment, the latter could 
not say it owned any rights on the characters 
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Malayala Manorama magazine for almost 
four decades, during which time it became 
hugely popular. After leaving the magazine, 
Mr. Thomas continued to draw comic strips 
with Boban and Molly, for other magazines 
as well as his own. Malayala Manorama tried 
to bring this to a stop by saying that Mr. 
Thomas did not own the rights to the comic 
series since he had created it during his 
employment at Malayala Manorama. 

itself. Without actually explicitly dealing 
with character copyrights, the Court did 
clarify that while the strips themselves were 
under Malayala Manorama’s copyright as 
an artistic work, this did not imply that the 
characters (which were rather well-
developed and popular for their visual 
attributes) would also be considered part of 
Malayala Manorama’s property. 

Gaiman v. McFarlane 
360 F.3d 644 (7th Cir.2004) 

McFarlane began publishing a series of comic 
books called ‘Spawn’ that he initially wrote 
and illustrated himself. Owing to criticism 
over its poor writing, McFarlane invited four 
top writers to write the script for one issue of 
Spawn – those invited included Gaiman. 
Gaiman wrote the script for Issue 9, but at the 
time Gaiman and McFarlane had nothing but 
an oral agreement over the issues and there 
was no mention of copyright or 
compensation. 
 
Gaiman created 3 new characters – Medieval 
Spawn, Angela and Count Nicholas 
Cogliostro. While Gaiman described them, 
named them and wrote their dialogues; 
McFarlane illustrated them. Issue 9 was a 
huge success but Gaiman and McFarlane 
soon had a dispute regarding whether Gaiman 
should also have a percentage in the revenue 

With reference to the question of character 
copyrightability, the Court basically 
disagreed with McFarlane’s argument that 
the characters were stock characters. The 
reasoning was simply that while Gaiman’s 
description alone may not have made the 
character’s copyrightability clear, the fact 
that McFarlane had later illustrated them 
and by way of his drawings, lent them a 
distinct visual appearance – this 
automatically made it clear that the 
characters were copyrightable.  
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earned from selling the copies. In other 
words, were Gaiman and McFarlane joint 
authors? Were the new characters 
copyrightable? 

 


